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CONSTRUCTION OF CREATIVE 
COMMUNITIES IN BOGOTA-
COLOMBIA EXPERIENCE 
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         Angélica García, am.garcia2920@uniandes.edu.co 
 
Abstract 
 

The center matter of this paper is the experience of construction of creative 
communities in Bogota-Colombia. 

The law is based in the United Nations definition of displaced population that defines it 
as a group of people that run away of their places residence, leaving their life style 
behind. These particular threats to security are caused for the armed conflict that is 
taking place since 1940’s until today. 

Those people try to live in a new environment in unknown conditions.   

The tailoring as productive activity let them to develop their own abilities that generate 
new “ways to do things”. This “ways to do things” have become a mechanism for group 
cohesion that let them to get over the trauma caused for displacement. 

The creative processes in displaced population could be understood as therapeutics 
alliances of collective ideas where the “illness” in the relationships is transformed by 
original forms to affront the daily circumstances in the new environment. Hence, the 
creativity is measured by the practical challenge assumption and resolution. 

As result, this activity turns the problem in to a way to empowerment of the abilities in a 
group to applied the in productive activities, and let them be constructors of their 
environment and the capability of recuperation. 

 

Keywords 
Creative communities, displacement, group cohesion, empowerment abilities 
 
 
Forced displacement is a phenomenon of coerced movement of population caused by 
particular threats against both the personal security and integrity. United Nations 
defines displaced population as group of people that run away of their places of 
residence, leaving their lifestyle behind. 

Colombia has dealt with this phenomenon during the last century due to the 
armed conflict that is taking place since 1940’s until now. This phenomenon usually 
occurs in the interior of Colombia especially in the largest cities, such as Bogota and 
Medellin. 
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Displaced people live in a constant lack of sense of belonging in many social, 
economic and cultural aspects. When relocated by force, they have to make their lives 
in a new and unknown environment with different conditions, worsening their situation. 
This environment, usually an urban environment, lets them to develop their own 
abilities, generating new “ways to do things”. It has become a mechanism for group 
cohesion that let them be together, and to get over the trauma caused by 
displacement. 

One of the consequences of force displacement is that it becomes in a way for 
people to empower their own abilities in collective and productive activities. It lets them 
be creators of their new environment, where cooperative relationships foment the 
social resilience. 

The phenomenon of displacement has been approached from the causes and 
consequences of leaving. Nowadays, this problem emphasizes the high complex 
psychological and social issues and their different modalities related to the severe 
trauma created. In Colombia the most common modality of displacement is the exodus 
of groups, families and entire small towns. 

So the displacement... 

When a plant or a flower is transfer from one place to another, first the soil 
where the plant is going to be placed is prepared, next it is convenient to leave some 
earth around; then the transplant is done matching the lunar faces, etc. 

But isn’t just a transplant... 

This transplant could be compared to an emigrant, who is prepared for the 
eventual situation of leaving his country and his familiar environment. Sometimes by 
chance, he or she knows the language and the culture of the country that has been 
chosen. Also, sometimes, the emigrant head of the family prepares the place where 
his/her children and his/her wife or husband are going to stay. This transplant in 
another nation entails, without any doubt, problems due to the new environment, 
language and culture. Some people don’t resist the impact of emigration and returns to 
their land.  

The displacement is a lack of sense of belonging... 

Continuing with the example of a plant, the action against is a violent action, it is 
a lot of sense of belonging. 

Displace people is forced to leave their house, their animals, their land, and to 
be forced to be placed in anywhere in a country that don’t really know. The lost of their 
place of residence is not only the lost of properties, it is also the lost of all the elements 
that are related to their traditions that are part of their individuality. (Pécaut, 1999) 

According to Beristain (1997) the trauma caused by the displacement 
phenomenon could be classified: 

Psychological: It is about the particular damaged to a person for an exceptional 
or difficult circumstance. 

Social: It is about the mark of some history processes that could affect an entire 
population. 

Psychosocial: produced socially and reinforced by the relation between the 
individual and the society. 
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The impact of displacement covers the personal, familiar and social 
characteristics of the individual. It is related of the deepest aspects of the people until it 
is reflected in the relationships with others and the environment. 

Nonetheless, the human being is naturally creative, active and participant of the 
history. From this vision emerges the concept a human being as the truly administrator 
of all creation, that cannot take a passive position, an essential component of this 
reality; the human being as solicitor of history and all that exists. 

 
 

Construction of creative communities in Bogotá 

 
Commonly, the word to denote creativity is genius. Other synonymous words have 
been used, such as originality and inventiveness. In other fields different from 
Psychology it is related with fantasy and imagination. Goñi (2000) indicates that the 
expression “creative process” could be a sequence of stages or steps used to solved a 
problem that could represent a fast perceptual change or the transformation that takes 
place when a new idea or solution of a problem is produced. Nevertheless, it also could 
refer to the techniques or strategies a creative person uses, consciously or 
unconsciously to produce a new idea or combination, relation, meaning, perception or 
transformation. So, a creative product is a useful effort that is accepted for a group in 
any moment. 

 

The creative processes in displaced population could be understood as 
therapeutics alliances of collective ideas where the “illness” in the relationships is 
transformed by original forms to affront the daily circumstances in the new 
environment. Hence, the creativity is measured by the practical challenge assumption 
and resolution. 

 
 

Method 
 

1. Participants 
 

Suba is the 11th locality area of the capital city, Bogotá. It is located on the north part of 
the city. Nowadays, this locality admits the majority of the Colombian African-
descendant1 displaced population. 

                                                           
1 The Colombian African-descendant or ethnic African identity is the group of material 
and spiritual contributions, developed by the African population and Colombian African-
descendant population in the construction and development process of the nation and 
the different parts of the Colombian society. Is the group of realities, values and 
feelings integrated in the daily lives of all the Colombian people, individual and 
collective. The Colombian African-descendant is a patrimony of every person in this 
country. 
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Suba receives a big mass of African-descendant from the Atlantic and Pacific 
coast, affecting the daily life of the neighborhoods that welcome them, because these 
neighborhoods must have constant processes of admission an adaption to the 
community of new members. 

They are people from different places and from different cultures. It makes more 
difficult the process of integration because the mechanisms used for it must allow the 
creation of a common point of view to build a new way of life, new values, new believes 
and shared knowledge. 

This group of displaced people constitutes a clear example of innovation in daily 
practices that lets them react positively to the consequences of displacement. 

 
 

 

Image 1. Office of Black Communities “Black is beautiful and the world is 
big enough for all, without act of discrimination and segregation” 

 

 

Image 2. Nubia Gallo. Manager to Office of Black Communities (OANAC), 
Suba. 

 
 
 

 

2. New ways to do things 

OANAC (Organización Ancestrica Afrocolombiana) is the name that identifies the 
Afrocolombian – Group. 

One of their initiatives is the communitarian self-arrangement that operates with 
$15.000 Colombian pesos payment per adult. This joint fund invests this money in 
cultural activities organized with the initiative of the community to support new ideas of 
the community members that has been developed productive process of any kind.  

The voice-to-voice channel is the medium to assemble the community. House 
per house the people are invited to work together in the productive initiatives. This call 
is hosted in the OANAC’s head office or in some member’s house, with a cup of coffee.  

There are many ways to enhance these initiatives, because the members have 
different resources, such as handcraft techniques, typical dances, and gastronomy, 
which could be used as capital to the construction of the community in favor to the self-
arrangement initiatives. 

These activities, principally creative, favored the integration of the community 
members, creating common interest that let them generate bonds of union between the 
different cultures that belong to this community, and generate belonging feelings to the 
new environment where they live and coexist.  
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Because of it is necessary to understand why the creative manifestations had 
important implications to the community integration. Even though it is true that the 
culture includes all the human products, that is, his artifacts and everything that has 
been produced for any purpose, like the immaterial patrimony that includes all the 
knowledge accumulated through generations and that makes part of the life style of the 
people and their way to see the world. The reason why the material and immaterial 
products of the culture are so important to the relationships in society is that they are 
significant symbols of human behavior; any culture could be interpreted from the 
patrimony that this culture consider valuable and that identifies it. 

This patrimony is a vehicle of culture, because it implies a big part of the 
physical and spiritual social functions. This is the instrument that people uses to act 
their ways to behavior, just like to respond to the social requirements. 

Fichter (1982) says that something is “valuable” when useful, desirable o is 
admirable for a person or a group. Therefore, the values could be defined as the 
criterion of the society to judge the importance of the people, the guidelines, the objects 
and other socio-cultural objects. And those values are precisely the base for the 
construction of a new identity as members of the community. 

The education and the culture constitute the principal axis to the transformation 
of a society. The community is the active agent of its own education and it learns from 
the experience that accumulates, valuing, comprehending and explaining its own 
reality. 

But the citizen participation doesn’t happen if there is not a strong social weave, 
and this refers to the creation of solid social resources that lets the citizens feel that 
their participation is coherent with the guidelines established for the society. Therefore, 
the OMANAC constitutes a community that get over the consequences of displacement 
with intuitive tools for self-arrangement, but overall, tools that let the OANAC’s 
members create deep bonds and sense of community and belonging to the new 
surrounding to the Afro-descendent population. 

 

3. Abilities as cohesion and co-creation 

In the traditional societies, as the Colombian society case, not everybody modifies in 
the same way the reality, and whatever it’s been used to modify (utensil in the past) 
this reality, its modified. This means that the human being or Colombian modifies his 
reality to makes it more pleasant, then when the human starts to act over the reality 
tries to makes it peasant too, decorates it, makes it beautiful. 

What makes the reality somehow pleasant, relies on the activities that reduce 
the marks of displacement. These alternatives emerge from cooperation and reciprocity 
feelings. 

 

 

3.1. An economic and therapeutic alliance “for Claudia” 

Claudia is an Afro-descendent, forty years old woman, born in Colombian 
Pacific Coast. She lives with her two children in Bogotá (in the locality of Suba) eight 
years ago. Living in Bogotá Claudia has the chance to develop different productive 
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activities. The most important activities for her is shoe tailoring, activity that today is 
boost by the creative initiatives of the OANAC’s members. 

Through a supplier in the city of Buenaventura, in the Colombian Pacific Coast, 
Claudia gets the fish leather necessary to produce twenty pairs of shoes soles in one 
month. The raw materials that Claudia uses to produce shoes soles it is free because it 
is a residue from the material that was not commercialized in Buenaventura.   

To build her shoe tailoring business, Claudia needed one sew-machine especial 
for leather that costs between seven and nine millions of Colombian pesos. Claudia 
has been a member of the OANAC since five years ago and has been an active 
member of the organization contributing with her natural skills to get economic benefits 

to develop the productive activities for her fellows in the OANAC, and after long time 
these economic benefits finally were aimed for her. 

In august of 2009 the OANAC organized a event promoted “voice to voice” with 
the name “pro Claudia”. The event was a Colombian Afro-descendent festival in Suba 
were all the participants could expose their talent and abilities in tailoring and all de 
benefits were to a fund to boost Claudia’s productive initiative. 

 

Image 3. Festival of the Afro Colombian, Suba locality, 
Bogota, Colombia. 

 

 

 

The place for this event was host by the priest of the Parish of Lisboa (one of 
the Suba’s neighborhood). One juice factory in Suba donated 5000 juices to collect 
more resources. The Afro-descendent women cooked some typical food like Pacific 
cakes, puff pastry and meatballs. The schoolteachers of one school in Suba 
collaborated by giving graphic art workshops to children, and young Afro-descendent 
people gave theatrical presentations and dances. 

 At the end of the day the self-arrangement fund collected $13.000.000 of 
Colombian pesos that were used to buy the specialized sew-machine that Claudia 
needed to her productive project of shoes with fish leather soles and the remaining 
money stayed in other self-arrangement fund to boost another cooperation initiative. 
Nowadays, Claudia produces her shoes and 30% of her benefits go to the self-
arrangement fund of the OANAC. The Claudia’s case it’s just one of the cases that has 
been benefit by the creative initiatives of this group of displaced people. 

According to Dabuta Hübner (2009), the creativity could be considered as the 
maxim font of innovation, above all when the creative ideas are translated in products 
or services. In this sense, when the innovation gets economic results it’s always for the 
creativity course. 
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Results 
 

The most representative results to the OANAC is the natural develop of a young group 
of people devoting to develop Psychodrama proposes that are exposed in the cultural 
events, to boost the self- arrangement fund. 

This initiative consists in reproduce scenes, active moments that have been 
occurred in one Afro-descendent person’s life or one Afro-descendent family’s life. 
After the presentation the group shared impressions, feelings in the “here and now” 
between the main characters and the public, directed by one coordinator. 

  This sharing is fundamental part of a “social therapy” because it lets the 
exchange of point of view that could help to liberate feelings stuck in the actors or in 
the public. 

Through the spontaneity, the actors expose their intimate problem, then, the 
catharsis is mutual between the actors and the audience. The game or the “acting out” 
in the Psychodrama are seen as a therapeutic praxis and as a playful and spectacular 
moment to express their own speech or their own personal condition. 

As a creativity manifestation, the young people of the OANAC use 
Psychodrama forms as Ethno-drama (relative to racial and cultural conflict) and the 
Psycho-dance (combination between improvised drama and dance). 

Another relevant result is the construction of self-help chains between the 144 
neighborhoods in Suba locality. These chains operate in a reciprocal way, exchanging 
places to perform events, infrastructure like tables, household appliances, and any 
machine that could be required, as well information of everybody interest. 

Like this, could be evident that the growing of this chain in terms of reduction in 
expenses, OANAC would be in the 1 level in the creative groups support.  

 

Image 4. Way to growth of networks according to the reduction in expenditure of resources. 
Ezio Manzini. Conference in Andes University 2009 

 

In this way, the OANAC members operate as a horizontal system of people 
where the beneficiaries of the initiatives are, at the same time, the active actors in the 
construction of their daily reality. 

Another remarkable result of this organization in the integration of a community, 
consolidated from the construction of points of view that support the generation of new 
values, beliefs and behaviors that are the same to all the community members. It 
violence strong characteristic in groups where live persons that don’t share lifestyles or 
ways to relate each other. 

 

1. Support creative groups

2. Support local institutions

3. Support generations companys

OANAC 
(Suba)
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So, the empowerment in the displaced people is the result of how 
communitarian organizations assume their own roles. The empowerment is a process 
that makes easier for a person or a group to discover their own capabilities, power and 
value as changes subjects, never as objects of help. 

Like this, it is evident how the OANAC’s people have developed different 
qualities: they assume the responsibilities with their own, with their families, their 
environment and their fellows; having their independence without the government 
institutions that are responsible for the displaced people2, answer their duties and rights 
as citizens, and transform their selves and their reality in Suba, in Bogotá. 

 

Conclusions 
 

Recognize the creativity from the sense of community, reaching high level of self-
esteem that lets them have an autonomous management of their life in the new context 
where they live. Part of this management is represented in the use of their 
constitutional rights and the citizen participation with the scope of this in a social and 
communitarian level. 

It’s important to recognize that the creativity and innovation couldn’t lead to a 
sustainable economy without respect for the cultural diversity that is itself a source of 
creativity and innovation.  

Resilience is understand as “the person’s or group’s capability to do the things 
right, despite the adverse circumstances”. The resilience implies resistance facing the 
destruction and the ability to positive construction; it is a product of a process that 
characterizes the combination of person’s attributes, with factors of their environment, 
family, social and cultural”. Like this it is remarkable how the community members of 
the OANAC have exceeded the adversity of traumatic experiences. 

According to the psychiatrist Posada Villa, the factors that increase the potential 
of resilience in Colombia are: the spirituality of the people, the unity of family, the 
respect for the transition of cultural values, respect for the environment. The creativity 
as the most important factor to boost new economic projects, political projects, familiar 
projects and affective projects, such as the self-arrange fund boost by the natural 
creativity of the OANAC’s community.  

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Some Colombian government institutions manager of the matters relative with the 
displaced people are: Red de Solidaridad Social, Defensoría del pueblo, Procuraduría, 
and Comité Municipal o Departamental para los desplazados. 
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Social participation of community 
living older persons: importance, 
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Carla Cachadinha, FA-UTL, ccachadinha@netcabo.pt 
João Branco Pedro, LNEC & TUDelft, jpedro@lnec.pt 
João Carmo Fialho, FA-UTL, jfialho@fa.utl.pt 

Abstract
Socio-psychological models of successful ageing emphasize life satisfaction, social
participation and functioning as the keys to ageing successfully. Some studies suggest
that maintaining social participation in late life has a positive influence on quality of life,
psychological wellbeing, health, cognitive functioning and life expectancy. However, 
there is an increasing trend for older people to live alone, some of them in unsafe and
insecure environments.
The purpose of the paper is to identify factors that hinder or support the social
participation of older persons living in the community. The importance of older people’s 
engagement in physical, social and productive activities was studied. Opportunities for
older people socialize in the housing environment were explored. 
These tasks were carried out through literature review.

Keywords
Housing; Ageing; Social participation

1. Introduction 
Socio-psychological models of successful ageing emphasize life satisfaction, social
participation and functioning, as critical components of successful aging [1] [2] and the
World Health Organization considers that optimizing opportunities for health,
participation and security are the three pillars of active ageing, a process that aims to 
extend healthy life expectancy and quality of life for all people as they age [3]. However,
in developed countries, social participation is considered a major unmet need of the 
elderly [4]. 
Social participation refers to the engagement in recreation, socialization, and cultural,
educational and spiritual activities [5] and is a central feature of "social capital" [6]. It can
be measured adapting the social portions of questionnaires like the ‘Elderly Activity 
Inventory Questionnaire’ [7] and the Assessment of Life Habits [8], or considering the 
number of different social activities engaged in and the frequency of face-to-face 
contacts with network members over a period of time [9]. Quantitative data can also be
obtained indirectly through information on social isolation in old age, like the proportion 
of older people living alone and the prevalence of loneliness in old age. In Portugal, 

1
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about 20% of older persons live alone, half of the persons living alone are aged 65 and
older [13] and households comprising older persons living alone are one of the most 
vulnerable to situations of poverty and social exclusion [4] [14].
A cross-national survey comprising data from 12 countries found that the prevalence of 
feelings of loneliness was more common in the Mediterranean countries than in Northern
Europe [15]. Among a national representative sample of the British population, the 
prevalence of severe loneliness was 7% and almost one-third of adults 65 years and 
older reported being sometimes lonely [11]. In a Portuguese community sample of 
people aged 50 or more the prevalence of loneliness was 16.3% [16], ranging to 37% in
another study with adults aged 65-79 [17]. 
Given the aging of the population, the increasing trend for very old people to live alone
and the prevalence of loneliness among older adults, it is important to understand the
benefits of social participation in old age, identify factors that hinder or support social
participation of older persons and analyse opportunities for social participation of older
adults living in the community. 

2. Materials and methods 
An analysis of the literature was conducted to address the following research questions:
• What is the importance of social participation in old age? 
• Which factors hinder or support the social participation of older persons living in the 

community?
Studies were identified through a search of databases including Academic Search 
Complete (EBSCO), Current Contents (ISI), Web of Science (ISI), SpringerLink, 
Elsevier, Wiley Online Library, PubMed, RCCAP, Google, and Google Scholar. In 
addition, reference sections of articles meeting inclusion criteria were searched to 
identify additional information. 

3. Importance of social participation in old age 
Maintaining social participation in late life has a positive influence on quality of life, 
psychological wellbeing and health. 
Continued social functioning is a commonly proposed domain of successful ageing [1].
Well-being and social participation have a mutual influence: participation and social
integration foster older person’s psychological and physical wellbeing and older person’s
wellbeing increases the likelihood of preserving social participation in old age [18]. 
Moreover, higher levels of social participation are associated with the availability of 
social resources (e.g., emotional support and social contacts) [19]. Maintaining positive 
interactions and relationships with others enhance the range of social resources that 
may be drawn upon in difficult times [20]. In a functional perspective, social relations
enable older persons to obtain material and symbolic resources through: 1) emotional 
support provided by someone to talk to and listen to; 2) material and instrumental
support that helps solving practical problems and performing the activities of daily living; 
and 3) information, that helps older persons to understand the world and adjust to 
changes in society [21]. Furthermore, inadequate social support is associated with an

2
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increase in mortality, morbidity, psychological distress and with a decrease in overall 
general health and wellbeing [3]. 
Social participation is particularly beneficial for the health of older adults along a range of 
health indicators including physical [3] [6] [9] [22] and cognitive functioning [3] [23], and
survival [24]. Older people's involvement in physical and social activities helps them to 
preserve their physical and cognitive abilities and may delay the onset of the
dependence associated with ageing [22]. A better health and functional status are also 
associated with higher levels of social participation [6] [9], since good physical and 
mental functioning allows older people to continue participating in society and many 
social relationships are maintained as part of leisure and physical activities.
Studies have also found associations of cognitive health in late life with different aspects
of social activity, including a larger social network, more emotional support and higher 
level of social engagement and social integration. According to these studies, preventing 
social isolation and maintaining various types of social activities may provide protection 
against cognitive impairment and dementia in late life, although the possibility of reverse 
causality should also be taken into account [23]. Moreover, individuals with adequate 
social relationships have a 50% greater likelihood of survival compared to those with
poor or insufficient social relationships, an effect comparable with quitting smoking, and
that exceeds the consequences of other risk factors such as obesity and physical 
inactivity [24]. 
Social participation appears to confer health through psychosocial pathways like 
protective healthy behaviours, self-esteem and purpose to life ("main effects model") and 
stress-buffering effects ("stress-buffering model") that moderate the influence of 
stressors on health [25]. Loneliness weakens willpower and perseverance over time, 
hampers self-regulation and can lead to self-destructive habits [26] and middle-aged
people who are lonely report more exposure to stress [27]. Loneliness and depressive 
symptoms have strong reciprocal influences in middle-aged and older adults [28], since 
lonely people are more likely to withdraw from engaging with others and less likely to 
seek emotional support [27]. Lonely older adults have also greater age-related increases
in blood pressure than non-lonely older adults and may experience difficulties sleeping,
what diminishes nightly restorative processes and increases the severity of age-related
chronic disorders [29]. Loneliness also affects the immune system and decreases
physiological resilience [29].
Social participation of older people not only benefits individuals, but also communities 
and the society. Engagement in social and productive activities is associated with the 
following positive outcomes: intergenerational solidarity; reduction of the individualisation 
of lifestyles in old age; economic and social added value through the productive 
contribution of older people to society in formal and informal work; and reduced demand 
for health services due to the preserved independence of older persons [3] [18]. 
Social active older persons were also found to have a lower likelihood of entry to 
residential care (15% less) compared to those with lower social activity [30] and aging in 
place has shown to be the most cost-effective model for aging, because care is provided 
at the older persons home mostly by informal caregivers and there is no need to provide
or bear the cost of special accommodation [30] [31].
Finally, older persons civic engagement allows to use their skills, knowledge and 
experience as a cost-effective strategy to revitalize communities, enhance community
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life, improve the quality of life for all, meet the needs of individuals across the life course
and promote a successful aging [2].

4. Factors that hinder or support older persons 
social participation 
Socio-economic aspects (e.g., level of education, home and car ownership, occupation-
based social class and housing satisfaction), health and social resources influence the
type and level of social participation [9] [19] [32], but personal restrictions associated
with aging and determinants related to the social and physical environment can further
hinder the social participation of older persons, that tends to decrease with age [6] [9] 
[19] [33]. 

4.1 Personal restrictions to social participation in old age 
Older adult’s relationships have specific characteristics that make them more prone to 
social isolation [10]. Due to reduction of living and action space in old age, older persons 
social life tends to be more restricted to close relatives and the number of friends of their
personal network and the contact frequency in relationships tends to decrease with age
[34] [35]. Old persons are more likely to have a "smaller social pool" [3] due to the loss 
or illness of their social network members who served as links to social structures. Very
old people also have a decreased ability to compensate for "lost contacts" due to 
alienation within their own age group, a heterogeneous group where persons with similar 
ages may lack common interests and not identify with conversations focused on 
illnesses or with seniors that have higher levels of dependency. Moreover, an older 
caregiver who cares for a partner that suffers from a long-term illness, may become 
socially isolated, financially disadvantaged and sick himself [3]. Older people may also 
feel alienated from younger age groups, especially if the older person tries to impose a 
hierarchical relationship based on his or her higher life experience [18]. 
Furthermore, functional limitations associated with aging [36] may hamper the 
maintenance of existing relationships. Sensory loss hinders communication and lower
levels of participation were observed among older persons who declared vision 
problems [6]. Mobility and cognitive impairments associated with aging (e.g., reduced
ability to make decisions, set goals, plan, and execute simultaneous cognitive
operations) can cause difficulties in performing activities of daily living, increasing the
time and effort required to have an independent life and leaving little time available for
activities that preserve social participation [18]. Also, slower reaction and movement time 
reduces the number of tasks that can be accomplished in a day and discourages from
active involvement in community activities due to societal pressure to hurry [37]. In 
addition, decreased strength and endurance can make journeys to places of social 
gathering too tiring and stressful [18].
Finally, older persons may find that social participation is not a priority. With the 
proximity of death and the prospect of a limited future, very old persons may change 
their priorities and interests and engage in activities of inventorying and organizing 
belongings, completion of projects and maintenance of habits and routines that help to
preserve their identity, at the expense of activities that promote social participation [18].
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4.2 Social environment determinants of social participation
The norms and values that regulate the role of older persons in society can hinder social 
participation in old age [10]. Marginalization of older persons, such as exclusion from 
health services, credit schemes, income-generating activities and decision-making; 
negative stereotypes that associate old age with retirement, illness, dependency and 
poverty; and the inadequacy of institutional options may reduce the opportunities for 
social participation [3] [4]. Furthermore, age discrimination may induce older adults to 
adopt age appropriate behaviour.
Older persons may also have a reduced access to mediating social structures [10] due
to mandatory retirement practices and the high cost, inaccessibility and lack of 
awareness of activities and events [5]. 
In addition, older persons may feel alienated in a changing society, not identifying with 
cultural events that reflect changing values and morality [5] [18] and with the speed and
the priorities of modern society (e.g., consumerism and materialism). They may also feel 
marginalized due to the rapid technical development of society (e.g., automation of daily 
life and internet) and prefer to concentrate on preserving their existing skills and 
knowledge [18].
In contrast, the society can support the social participation of older persons providing 
them with services and welfare facilities, like home maintenance and personal transport 
services that allow older persons to safe time and perform activities that promote social 
contact [18].

4.3 Physical environment determinants of social participation
The withdrawal from the public to the private sphere, the feeling of control and safety
provided by the familiarity of the housing environment, the functional decline associated
with aging, and, eventually, the inability to drive, result in activity reduction and shrinkage
of living space and action range of older persons [38] [39]. In very old age, the home and 
its close surroundings become the primary living space where older persons perform 
their everyday activities and spend most of the time [12] [18] [40]. Therefore, an 
appropriate housing and neighbourhood setting is particularly important for older adults' 
social participation, but some attributes of the housing environment may hinder
opportunities to participate in activities. 
Lack of accessibility of the housing environment can cause difficulties in performing 
activities of daily living, increasing the time and effort required to have an independent
life and leaving little time available for social participation [18]. The existence of physical 
barriers in older persons housing environment, like stairs and lack of lifts, when
associated with limited vision or mobility, may also increase the dependence on other
persons to be able to get out or even cause the older person to be homebound [3] [18].
The provision of communal or shared amenity spaces allows dwellings to establish
dynamic interactions with each other and the common use of spaces encourages
interpersonal communication [41] [42].
As the activity space of older persons shrinks, the existence of infrastructure facilities in
the living environment gains importance. The accessibility and adequacy of public 
transport is an important element of an age friendly living environment [5]. In old age,
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when access to private transportation might become limited [38], high quality public 
transport options allow older persons to safe time, to reach places of social gathering 
and to maintain a high level of social participation [3] [18]. 
Moreover, the existence of services and commercial resources within walking distance
of the residence, allows older persons to safe time and increases opportunities for social
participation while performing activities of daily living [3] [42] [43]. Informal meeting 
places where older people can interact provide important opportunities for social 
participation because older persons may reject activities with rigid schedules [5] and 
fixed or regular appointments to ensure availability of time for their key personal interests
and needs, preferring casual, spontaneous and voluntary encounters, to regular and 
mandatory commitments [18]. Recent studies found that perceived accessibility to key 
resources for older adults and the proportion of services and amenities located within 
walking distance of the respondent’s residence, were positively correlated to the level of 
social participation [6] [9] [33]. Also, the more places respondents report being able to
walk to in their neighbourhood, the more likely they were to know their neighbours,
participate politically, trust others, and be socially engaged [33].
But provision of public transport and availability of amenities within walking distance only
facilitate opportunities for participation in activities when the use of the "opportunity
structures" is perceived as safe [44]. Fear of crime and social isolation have a mutual
influence. Older people who live in an unsafe environment are less likely to get out and
therefore more prone to isolation [3] and social isolation contributes to increase fear of
crime against person [45]. Perceptions of neighbourhood safety may influence residents'
motivation to engage in neighbourhood-based activities. Signs of community decay like 
boarded-up buildings, vacant lots and graffiti, combined with signs of social decline such 
as gang activity and crime can contribute to fear and encourage residents to avoid 
neighbourhood life, limiting their contact with potential neighbourhood resources [46].
When considering participating in social activities at night, older persons may not only
fear attacks, but also that there is nobody to help in case of a fall [18]. 
Furthermore, the growing automation of everyday life can limit the social participation in 
old age. The need to interact with machines in the external environment, like cash and
ticket machines, the reduced level of familiarity of older persons with technology, and 
older persons active avoidance of such machines [47] may restrict their mobility and be 
an obstacle to their social participation and integration [18]. Older persons face various 
difficulties dealing with technology due to age-related functional limitations like 
deteriorating eyesight, motor functions and cognitive abilities. Long response times, 
anxiety due to social pressure to hurry, difficulties collecting information in a short time 
and in understanding operational tasks are some of the problems that older persons face
when using automatic teller machines (ATM) [48].
However, technology can also be an opportunity for social participation in old age. 
Nowadays, older people can participate in social and recreational activities and interact
with others in person (face-to-face interaction) or using information and communication 
technology (ICT). Although technology cannot substitute for direct human interaction
since it does not include the benefits of physical contact and the complex exchange 
involving body chemistry that occurs during face-to-face interaction [27], ICT can 
supplement social capital, increase interpersonal connectivity, organizational
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involvement [49], provide services and support social inclusion and quality of life of older
persons [50] decreasing their sense of isolation [51].
Despite older persons difficulties in dealing with complex technology and computers and 
email interaction being considered by communication experts a "single strand"
interaction [27], a review of the empirical literature on the effectiveness of interventions 
that target social isolation among older people reports that computer-based functions 
such as email may be one of most beneficial interventions to avoid social isolation in old
age [52]. In the information society, older people can participate in social and
recreational activities and interact with others using ICT in their housing environment
[42] [50] [51]. This new form of interaction can be integrated in a spacious and dominant 
living room, where the electronic equipment is located, transforming the living room in a 
multipurpose semi-public area, where older persons can gather with family and friends
or interact with others using ICT [42]. 

5. Final remarks and future developments 
Social participation of older adults has multiple advantages for the society and 
engagement in social activities appears to be particularly beneficial to the health,
wellbeing and empowerment of older adults. However, personal restrictions associated
with aging and determinants related to the social and physical environment can hinder
the social participation of older persons. As people age, the housing environment may
become more relevant to their social participation. The existence of physical barriers in
older persons environment causes difficulties in performing activities of daily living, 
increasing the time and effort required to have an independent life and leaving little time 
available for social participation. The lack of shared amenities that provide casual 
meeting spaces, further limits the opportunities of older persons to interact with others. 
Availability of transit options allows older persons to reach places of social gathering, 
accessibility to key resources increases opportunities for social participation while 
performing activities of daily living, and a safe neighbourhood encourages older people
to have confidence in and use the neighbourhood facilities.
Although several guides identify the features of an age friendly community through 
information gathered in focus groups or surveys involving older persons, associations
between physical environment design and the social participation of older persons have 
not been systematically reviewed. This highlights the need for additional research that
examines the relation between housing environment design and social participation of
older adults.
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Abstract 
Teaching second languages behind closed classroom doors means to ignore one of 
the most powerful resources available: language use in everyday social interactions 
in the surrounding society. Although modern language teaching methodology since 
the beginning of the 20th century has centered on language use (model dialogs, 
communicative tasks, role plays and needs analysis) the ‘wild’ and unplanable life in 
Language Two has rarely been employed as a systematic resource for the 
acquisition of the new language. This paper introduces a Swedish language design 
project that explores introducing temporary material and conceptual structures to 
support turning everyday encounters between Swedish learners and speakers into 
learning situations. Appreciating the social and situated nature of language learning 
opens for a whole range of actors, tools and environments to support the learning 
endeavor. We introduce pillars for extending learning support beyond the classroom 
setting into the interactions of private and public sphere. 
 
Keywords 
Second language acquisition, social innovation, life-based learning 
 

1. Introduction 
Over the last decades, a new paradigm has emerged in language acquisition, which 
on the basis of very strong empirical evidence argues that language learning is 
essentially formed by social practice, experience, and socialization [10, 13].  
According to this paradigm, children ‘construct’ a language in the interactions with 
their environment. Language system and language practice are two sides of the 
same thing.  Adults, of course, build on the foundations of already acquired 
languages when they learn a second language. But they still acquire language in 
their social practice. Language learning and social integration into everyday life 
practices are depending on each other.  For adults, language learning is a long 
lasting tedious everyday process by which they are paving their way into linguistic, 
social and democratic participation [3,4,5,6,11]. This understanding of the social 
environment of second language earning makes it possible to radically rethink the 
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ideology and practice of second language teaching and learning and to understand 
the challenge as a social and not solely a linguistic one. 
 
This paper introduces design explorations in this new language learning arena 
drawing from a project focusing predominately on Swedish language learning outside 
of the classroom. By posing the question, how can Swedish speakers, businesses, 
and public organizations support learning Swedish as a second language “in the 
wild”, we introduce second language learning support as an unexplored arena for 
social innovation. In our case, we created a multidisciplinary team combining design 
research, design consultancy, Swedish pedagogues based out of a language school, 
and university based Second Language Acquisition researchers to not merely 
attempt to understand “the problem”, but rather to cast our gaze into a future by 
creating examples of how different actors can support language learning in everyday 
activities. We exemplify these possibilities at the level of encounters between 
Swedish learners and the Swedish-speaking environment, Swedish businesses, 
Swedish speakers and educators.  
 
To introduce language learning as an arena for social innovation, we pose the 
question, what physical, organizational, infrastructural, conceptual concepts can 
support language learning in everyday activities? The Språkskap project is a 
multidisciplinary attempt to create inroads in this direction.  
 

2. Welcome to Swedish 
Each country has its unique qualities that support and hinder foreigners to learn to 
participate “fluently”. By now we know that each newcomer experiences a country in 
their own way based on their own encounters, networks, and trajectories. Yet despite 
their circumstances, there are many common traits of being a newcomer in an 
unknown country.  
 
Coming to Sweden not only means meeting a new language, but also coming in 
contact with a particular way of interacting with people. Foreigners often quite quickly 
experience difficulties “breaking the ice” or engaging with people in small talk in 
Sweden. The most obvious challenges for foreigners in Swedish society show up in 
comedy. The televised comic show Hip Hip takes up the issue in a sketch about a 
course for becoming Swedish (Bli svensk-kursen). The teacher states that Swedes 
are, naïve (naiva), punctual (punktliga), withdrawn (tillbakadragna), and afraid of 
making fools of them selves (rädda för att göra bort sig). While naïveté and 
punctuality do not necessarily hinder interaction, being withdrawn and afraid to 
engage do. Many Swedish learners talk about their difficulties socializing with 
strangers in public and private. They often contrast Sweden to other countries where 
talking to strangers in public places is an intrinsic part of everyday life. 
 
On the other hand, language teaching is traditionally done in classrooms.  Modern 
language teaching methodology has centred on language use: model dialogs, 
communicative tasks, role plays and needs analysis have been used to supply 
language learners with linguistic resources for their later encounter with the ‘wild’ and 
unplanable life in Language Two. Teaching second languages behind closed 
classroom doors means to ignore one of the most powerful resources available: 
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language use in everyday social contacts in the surrounding society. Making this 
resource available for language teaching has the potential to enhance language 
teaching and learning greatly. 
 
Understanding learning as a pervasive phenomenon, happening in all types of 
environments in which human beings act, is a fundamental insight. It has spread 
through scientific fields and disciplines that are interested in human behaviour (e.g. 
7, 8, 9, 12). Learning is a fundamental human condition. Interactions with humans 
and with objects in the world sediment as insights, understandings and practices that 
participants can draw upon in later activities. This is what we call learning.  
Human behaviour builds on previous practices. Whether trial and error learning to 
drive a Segway, whether observations how locals in other countries handle knife, fork 
or chopsticks, whether to welcome guests by kissing them at all, once, twice or even 
three times, how leave-taking is accomplished in other (sub)cultures than ones own, 
all this is experienced and forms future practices. Language teaching has not in any 
systematic way drawn on the rich experience which foreigners do in their everyday 
life with the language of their new society.   
 
Mario from Italy was a model learner during his first seven months in Sweden:  
I took five intensive 4-week courses at FU [the language school]. I focused all my 
time on learning Swedish. And when I have my goal, I am totally into it. At the 
beginning, it was a lot of time with the textbook. I then started reading the Metro 
newspaper. I watched TV in English and read subtitles in Swedish. The radio came 
much later. Now I am reading a book. I try to get out with Swedes. Fika [coffee] is 
perfect because it is one-to-one, so it is easy to follow the conversation. 
 
Looking on the other side of the interactions, however, are the people and materials 
that a learner such as Mario comes in contact with. Aside from a teacher’s pedagogic 
efforts and a learner’s ability to engage others, what resources are available for 
Swedish speakers to participate in the language learning endeavour? How do the 
businesses and public organizations support their patron’s language learning? To 
gloss the service perspective, accommodating a patron’s language and interactional 
level is the ideal. For instance, introducing signs and instructions in both English and 
Swedish is an effort to provide material in a comprehendible way for non-Swedish 
speakers. Many of the indicator signs on the metro, tram and busses in Stockholm 
are written in both Swedish and English. As a learner Silka complains, people in the 
stores respond in English even when she initiates the interaction in Swedish and 
speaks Swedish the whole time. What may seem by a business to be the most 
effective way to complete a transaction, or for a clerk what may appear to be the 
most friendly response, poses an obstacle to learners attempting to speak Swedish 
in everyday encounters. Translation to one’s mother tongue or the lingua franca, 
while sometimes valuable for carrying on communication, predominantly post-pones 
the struggles inherent in language learning. In turn, the burden is upon the learner to 
create and uphold opportunities for speaking Swedish.  
 
The Språkskap project has been exploring design solutions with Swedish learners, 
pedagogues, teachers, researchers, designers, and un-trained language coaches. 
The project name combines the word ‘S’, meaning ‘language’, with the suffix –‘S’ 
creating an abstract noun. It makes reference to words like ‘landskap’, “landscape”, 
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as the social and physical landscape of the participants and ‘medborgarskap’, 
‘citizenship’ as the social and cultural factors that make individuals social personas in 
a society. It also refers to words like ‘båtmanskap’, “boatmanship”, pointing to the 
abilities and qualities promoted by the project, such as inclusive attitudes and focus 
on linguistic communication between people. If in the future it were to be possible to 
ask about a company’s Språkskap policies as it is today possible when talking about 
non-discrimination or environmental issues, what could it look like to introduce these 
ideas? What could a classroom supporting learning in the wild look like? What could 
it mean to include the language coach, i.e., everyday Swedish speakers, and the 
physical environment of language use as resources for Swedish language learning?  
 

3. Method: Design Experiments 
The project was organized as a design research program [2] consisting of a series of 
experiments such as “learning interventions”. Exploring new forms of language 
learning support could not come theorizing or designing alone, nor were teachers 
prepared for such a dramatic shift in thinking.  Rather it required developing a future 
oriented gaze that incorporated a pedagogic, design, and process expertise through 
creating examples of what could be put into play. In order to stretch the boundaries 
of conventional teaching and learning practices and citizen participation, learning 
interventions ranged from very practical activities with teachers and students in a 
classroom setting to experimental activities in public spaces stimulating the 
interaction of Swedish speakers and learners. The design research program was 
organized through short-term activities, often with a small team and a guest 
organization.  
 
Many of the activities involved participants from a pool of volunteer Swedish learners, 
a reference group of Swedish teachers, and the core team. We held seven 2-hour 
“drop-in” sessions based at a language school for a total of 22 learners, 5 project 
team members, and 3 language teachers. Nine of the learners participated in 3 or 
more sessions. The invitation was initially emailed to 500 learners. 40 learners 
attended the introduction session. We interviewed 12 of the participants, at least one 
time. Each session presented new activities and concepts, but also built on previous 
sessions by asking learners for feed back on what they had done in the “wild” during 
the week. Below we introduce a selection of activities with learners, teachers, 
businesses, and researchers as a basis for demonstrating inroads into this new 
arena.  
 
3.1 Scaffolding language learning 
To release the “studying of a language” from the confines of the classroom to “the 
wild” of everyday contexts requires complementing the role of the teacher and the 
classroom with new roles for other potential actors, activities and places. We look to 
the scaffolding metaphor to help us conceptualize Swedish language-learning 
support. Scaffolding for construction purposes refers to the material for creating a 
temporary structure that enables workers to reach places they otherwise are unable 
to reach. Scaffolding provides a temporary stable platform for workers to stand, hold 
their materials, and conduct work such as building, painting, or cleaning.  
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The traditional classroom has to date been the dominant “safe place” for learning 
language. Learners are provided a sheltered or protected environment guided by a 
trained leader to get introduced to different aspects of the language and to practice 
with each other. Much less has been done to extend the organizational structures of 
the classroom to everyday settings.  
 
In relation to supporting language learning in the wild, we look to provide material 
and immaterial (conceptual) structures to enhance the abilities of learners to learn 
Swedish language by interacting with Swedish speakers. The idea is for the initiation 
and structuring not to fall on the shoulders of the learner alone, but rather to allow 
other actors to initiate and structure the encounter.  
 
Svenskadax Card: As an example, many Swedish learners have a Swedish speaking 
partner at home. They are commonly challenged to speak Swedish together. As Sib 
reports, she tries to speak with her boyfriend in Swedish, but it gets frustrating and 
they quickly switch back to English. We created the Svenskadax (“swedish time”) 
card (see diagram 1.) On the front of the card, it states Swedishtime with a box to 
write the amount of time. For instance, 10 minutes. On the back it has a set of tips for 
Swedish speakers when speaking with learners.  

Figure 1: The “Swedish time” card 
 
This activity can be initiated either by a Swedish learner or a Swedish speaker. It has 
a physical, visible component as an obvious marker for both learner and speaker. It 
provides a limited time contract between both that seeks to let the learner do 
something manageable, while at the same time allowing the speaker to know it will 
end. The tips are meant to provide basic guidelines and trigger reflection in how a 
Swedish speaker does speak to learner. 
 
3.2 Design Experiments 
I. Data-based design exploration  
The Språkskap team held a workshop together with the Second Language Research 
Center (SELC) group at the University of Southern Denmark. We used data from a 
research project in Iceland as the basis for a workshop activity for prototyping new 
futures. A learner of Icelandic as a second language, while living in Iceland, recorded 
her mundane daily interactions for 30 minutes a week for three years. One of her 
early recordings came from a local bakery. 
 
In the example, Anna, the learner, speaks to the bakery clerk while requesting items 
to buy and completing the sales transaction, predominantly in her low-level Icelandic. 
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The example shows the cohabitation of the business of the encounter (to buy baked 
goods) and language learning practices in the same talk: 
· The learner secured that Icelandic would be used as the language of the talk 

although shifting to English would have made the transaction faster and smoother. 
· Hereby the learner got leeway to formulate her orders in her own way although it 

took time and effort. 
· The learner elicited words and formulations to be used in the encounter from the 

clerk. 
· The learner elicited help to understand and produce new words and concepts.  

(For the analysis c.f. Theodorsdottír, in press) 
 

Around this interaction, we developed a series of design alternatives for how to 
support the interaction. We asked the questions: 
· How can the learner be supported in her learning endeavor: both during the 

interaction, and before or afterward? 
· How can the physical layout, artifacts, and employee training provide support to 

the interaction as a site of learning? 
The workshop concretized three design directions: (1) materials and concepts for 
influencing the structure of the encounter between the learner and bakery worker; (2) 
technological platforms for the learner to easily document and reproduce the 
interaction, and; (3) time and places to attend to language matters.  
 
II. Practice Café  
In Stockholm we developed a relationship with a local espresso bar for the drop-in 
session participants to engage with. Niklas, the owner of the coffee shop Fika Fika, 
prides himself on the personal nature of his café. Fika Fika is located close to a 
Swedish language school, so Niklas is used to speaking Swedish to learners. “They 
have trained me never to switch to English with them”.  
 
Niklas has three framed photographs on the wall of sites in Peru that he says trigger 
and sustain conversations with his customers. He speaks so much about these 
photos, that he is tired of them and would like to refresh them with something new. “I 
wanted to approach the design school about making something for me, but I never 
followed-through on it.”  
 
We created an activity for the drop-in session focusing on the practicalities of using 
everyday interactions as a basis for Swedish learning. During a session, we created 
the “practice café” that had a stand-up counter to engage the clerk and various two 
pictures to stimulate discussion. The learners used MP3 players to enter the café, 
engaging in a discussion with the clerk, while record their conversation. They then 
uploaded it to the drop-in blog to share with others.  The session was also meant as 
practice for the learners to enter Fika Fika on their own.  
 
The practice café exemplified the value of a venue for language learning 
practicalities, rather than merely a focus upon the language. In this sense, learning to 
enter a café and to initiate a conversation are not taken for granted, but rather seen 
as worthy of support. This points to a new type of Swedish offer that appreciates the 
social and situatedness of language development rather than overemphasizing the 
linguistic characteristics.  
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III. Twitter Day  
The team organized a Twitter day to support using Swedish as much as possible 
throughout one day in the context of each of the participants lives through real-time 
community of learners and coaches as support. The team hosted a kick-off breakfast 
in the morning where learners and coaches created Twitter accounts and tested it 
(attended by 6 learners and 2 coaches) and a meeting in the afternoon for summing 
up (3 learners and 3 coaches). In addition, the learners and coaches were asked to 
fill-in an online survey (4 learners and 1 coach). Of the 7 learners, 6 coaches who 
participated, there were 105 tweets during the day. We found four main categories of 
tweets (the tweets are translated to English for this paper): 
 
1. Commentary about current activity: 

“LearnerDario: A fox crossed my way when I exited the E4 close to Luleå, I love 
this landscape J” 

2. New language items with questions and answers about it following: 
“Ladansabzian Todays word: I am a “ sleepyhead”… hehe” 

3. Direct language questions: 
“learnerMagda @coachkarllindem What does iväg- och igång mean?” 

4. Building social relations: 
“Learnerdmitry Good morning! Don’t like the weather… i really hope that 
Wednesday is ”little Friday1” for real! Have a good day!” 

 
At the end of the day, the team tweeted that people were welcome to continue. 
During the following 10 days after the Twitter day, there were an additional 140 
tweets by 6 learners and 1 coach. Activity varied greatly between learners. One 
learner only twittered once, while another contributed with 29 tweets. The following 
six days there were 11 tweets by 1 coach and 2 learners. While the tweets were 
consistent with the four categories above, over time the proportion of new language 
items increased. For instance, there were language items from a novel a learner was 
reading, and another learner asked direct language questions to the coach. The ebb 
and flow of Twitter activity raises the fundamental issue of the temporality of new 
tools, the role of the coach, and puts into question the idea of independent online 
language learning communities.  
 
IV. Structuring Daily Business 
Aga, from Poland, walks into Ikea home products store. She and her language coach 
sit down on the couch near the entrance and speak about Aga’s goals for the visit. 
Aga needs kitchen ware for her upcoming move to a new apartment and she would 
like to look at children’s toys. With her coach at her side, and a prototype paper 
booklet to look at for reference, take notes, and to ask others to write on, Aga spends 
2 hours engaging with various Ikea sales clerks in the kitchen and toy sections.  
 
Maria works at Ikea in the toy-department. From her position, one day a woman 
comes up to her and asks her about child safety: Are the toys safe for small children. 
She answers that they are all “klämsäkra” (they are safe in the way that you can’t get 

                                                
1 Wednesday is seen as ”little Friday”. A day when you can party and have a drink, 
supposedly because farm workers had that evening off in agrarian Sweden. 
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pinched using them). The woman thanks her and leaves. A minute later, she returns 
with a language passport and asks Maria to write the word klämsäkra down. She 
does so and also adds an explanation of the word in Swedish.  
 
We were able to leverage the structure and process of an Ikea store to stimulate 
language learning. Through a series of visits to Ikea and other businesses, we 
worked out two important structures suitable for supporting learners engage in such 
a shopping setting. Sit, Talk, Sit and The Encounter Dial.  
 
Sit, Talk, Sit is a simple sequence for Swedish learners to engage Swedish speakers 
during practical activities. Before engaging with someone, find a place to sit down, 
and jot down notes about your encounter, whether preparing your goals or preparing 
vocabulary and sentences for an upcoming interaction. Engage in Talk by interacting 
with the Swedish speaker for the purpose of the task, whether looking for safe toys or 
ordering a pastry. After the interaction, Sit down again, review, write notes and reflect 
upon the interaction.   
 
The encounter dial refers to different ways in which a learner engages with a speaker 
in an everyday encounter. A key aspect of turning everyday situations into learning 
situations is what the learner does and says once the speaker says something that 
the learner does not understand. To simplify, if we think that there is a spectrum from 
no understanding to full understanding, then what the speaker does is on a spectrum 
moves from “leaving without any understanding”, on the one side, to “staying in the 
encounter until full understanding” on the other side. We promote breaking the space 
between into four steps: Easy Out, Step-Out & Step-In and Full Press. Easy Out 
refers from the learner taking the “easy way out” of a social encounter by ignoring 
misunderstandings. For instance, upon misunderstanding what was said, the learner 
nods and says thank you and walks away. An alternative is for the learner to attempt 
to understand what the person said. Step-out and Step-In refers to the learner 
stepping out of the immediate conversation and then returning to clarify 
misunderstandings. This can either be a very quick sequence of stepping out and 
stepping in, or can be though of over a longer period of time. This is often attending 
to language.  
 

4. Output: The Språkskap Model 
The project develops an approach meant to distinguish between different aspects 
language learning as a basis for better supporting language learning in the wild. It is 
based on three fundamental modes of interaction that we call: Pure talk, community 
building, and attending to language matters (see Fig.2). Pure Talk refers to 
communicative interaction between learners and speakers without attending to 
language matters. Community building involves (1) initiating contact with people a 
learner can access at his or her desire; and, (2) people that contact or initiate 
interaction with the learner on their own schedule. Attending to language matters is 
giving attention to how language works and figuring things out. 

1 Linguistic competence: skill building (listening, reading, speaking, writing), 
grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation 

2 Sociolinguistic competence (which language is used in different social 
contexts)  
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3 Pragmatics (the functional use of different language items such as turn-
taking) 

 
Språkskap seeks to provoke the development of 
resources for stimulating all forms of Swedish 
communication between Swedish learners and 
Swedish speakers (such as strangers, acquaintances, 
friends; one-to-one or in groups) whether face-to-face 
talk, text-messaging, instant messaging, e-mailing, or 
phone calls. The model is based on the idea that a 
focus on communication (and refraining from attending 
to language matters during pure talk) creates a hunger 
for improving the learner’s ability to communicate. This 
is done by attending to language matters in-between 

pure talk sessions. The Sit, Talk, Sit builds this structure around the encounter, 
rather than replacing it. Additionally, the practice café demonstrates that the social 
and practical aspects of engaging in everyday activities demand attention, not merely 
the linguistic aspects.  
 
The process of building a language community is the organization of pure talk 
situations in relation to attending to language matters. Building social relations is 
about creating and participating in one’s Swedish community thereby developing 
ones’ Swedish identity. Community participation involves both initiating interaction 
with people at the times a learner desires, and people who initiate contact with the 
learner at any time. The challenge for supporting language learning in everyday 
activities lies in developing tools that scaffold pure talk rather than replacing or 
refocusing pure talk to attend to language matters. We ended the project with a 
scaffolding kit consisting of both paper-based materials as well as digital.  
 

5. Discussion 
Introducing language learning as directed by interactions between Swedish learners 
and Swedish speakers and the Swedish environment begins to open language 
learning support to other actors. However, it is not a case of merely transporting the 
teacher-mediated classroom to the wild. Our design experiments embraced a new 
paradigm in language learning to combine a theoretical foundation with current 
structures in everyday activities to introduce new structures and materials for 
supporting Swedish learning in the wild. When we approached learners, teachers, 
and business owners and clerks, people often displayed an interest in better 
engaging learners, engaging each other, being a better support to language learning. 
However, there is a lack of practical resources for supporting language learning. The 
Svenskdax card is a basic example of the simplicity of scaffolding learning. This 
project has only scratched the surface of what is possible in language learning 
support.  
 
We seek to call into action four main players: Language learners, everyday citizens, 
language educators and private & public service providers. We seek to open new 
research and business opportunities in a socially important area. By viewing 

Figure 2: Språkskap model 
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language learning as social and contextual, each of the main actors has potential to 
develop concepts and tools for their area: 
                                       

Learners: From passive student to active 
learner 
Citizens: From language speaker to 
language coach 
Language Educations: from teaching 
language to supporting learners in daily 
practice 
Private & Public Service Providers: from 
selling/offering to providing an arena for 
language learning. 

Figure 3: The Språkskap Arena 
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Abstract
To travel with public transport and at the same times have a pleasant and relaxed 
journey is not a guarantee. Stress, insecurity and confusion can strike everyone, 
with or without disabilities. A political goal said that Sweden should have an 
accessible society in 2010 [1] but we have still some road to go. Some tools that 
can be used to reach this goal are design and architecture. In my role as a 
designer I choose to include and focus on people who may have problem with 
information and navigation.  

Three definitions created the framework for the project. Cognition; the thinking 
process where information and knowledge is received worked through and 
supplied. Democratic design; accept that people are different and does not 
exclude possible users. Public transport; a possibility for people to travel in an 
organized way in a common vehicle. The result of this project is a service that 
offers the information that is essential to fulfil a journey from A-Z.  

   

Design brief 

Background  About 10-20 % of the Swedish population has some kind of 
disability [2]. The society is under a constant development. The population is getting 
older and minority groups (with mental and physical disabilities) are claiming respect and 
their equal rights. It could mean the possibility to join certain activities whenever one 
likes, to hang out with friends in a park or to visit the cinema. Some public spaces have 
been changed or rebuild as a strategy to fulfil the goal of an accessible society. But 
much more can be done according to services, spaces and products.  
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Problem  Using public transport from A-Z may be a problem for people with 
permanent or just temporary cognitive disabilities. It can be hard to get in touch with 
important and relevant information. A journey can be filled with negative feelings such as 
stress, insecurity or bad confidence. -Is it possible to change a sometimes stressful, 
unpleasant and confusing situation into something positive? -Is it possible to create a 
good journey also for people with a cognitive disability? 

Target group  it’s the urban human who is in need of public transport. He/she 
has permanent or occasionally problems with the cognitive ability. Some may have 
problem to handle a lot of information, planning or dealing with time. Some might also 
have physical disabilities. All people have problem with their cognitive abilities 
sometimes even if they don’t have any specific diagnoses. It can be noticed when one is 
in some kind of emotional affect such as being tired, stressed, or angry. 

Goal and Purpose My project intends to improve the action of going with public 
transport to be and feel more clear, manageable and pleasant. The traveller should be 
confident and have the possibility to go where and when he/she like. To use the needs 
of cognitive disability as demands for a design solution that will benefit a larger group of 
people. The purpose is to make it easier for an uncharted group to participate in the 
society on the same conditions as average people. It’s also a test of the concept 
accessible design as a design tool and a guideline. 

Research

This paper is a compressed piece of my Master thesis in Industrial Design [3]. I have 
experience working with people with different disabilities. That gave me a lesson and 
forced me to see the world with new eyes. The first idea for this diploma work was to 
explore an activity that could achieve a higher level of independence for a specific user 
group. In my initial research I visited a daily center called Grunden Media [4]. All 
members have some kind of cognitive disability. It was very helpful to hear their views of 
the society today. It came clear that public transport gives cause to a lot of feelings. It is 
an important tool to reach activities in the society, but it can also be an obstacle that 
prevents the same. I came back to Grunden Media two more times to evaluate my 
result. All in all is a big part of the research based on about 20 interviews [5] also with 
professionals connected to design, public transport and disabilities. I also took part of a 
conference 2008 by FKS, (Association for Cognitive Support) [6]. In the following 
research I continued to investigate possible needs, similarities and differences of people 
with cognitive disabilities in the case of public transport. I also tried to understand how 
ideas of accessibility can fit into a design process and future plans for public transport.  

Democratic design Different existing concepts formulate different ways of what 
accessible design is and how to work with it in a successful way. After a talk with experts 
at my former University in Lund I decided to use the overall name Democratic design. 
Democratic design is design that accepts that people are different and does not exclude 
possible users. It has also environmental and economical effects [7]. The following text 
of this chapter summarizes the different directions in the accessibility field.

Universal design was created at North Carolina State University in USA. It is a concrete 
concept with seven principles [8] that is easy to follow and understand. It focuses on 
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architecture and physical disabilities. 1) Equitable use, 2) Flexibility in use, 3) Simple and 
intuitive use, 4) Perceptible information, 5) Tolerance for error, 6) Low physical effort, 7) 
Size & space for approach and use. 

Inclusive design is made at Helen Hemlyn Centre at Royal College of Art, London, UK. 
It’s wider and more philosophical [9] than Universal design. Except from physical 
disabilities it also includes social, emotional, cultural, ethical and sexual differences. 
Inclusive design does not have distinct principles but a toolkit [10] to use as guidance 
commissioned by the organization BT [11] and developed in partnership with the 
Inclusive design research team. 

Standardization, Guide 6 is guidelines [12] created by CEN/CENELEC, The European 
standard organizations. The ground is in Inclusive design and the aim is to encourage 
accessibility. Some examples: Deliver information in an alternative form (by sound, 
tactility or in a visual way). Relate color to information. Clear language in written or 
spoken form: Relation between text and other form. Graphical symbols/illustrations: 
Clear and recognizable.  

Design for all is a European project which has its base in EIDD [13], Design for All 
Europe. The concept is similar to Inclusive design but was (at least) from the beginning 
mostly disability oriented. Design for all takes ideas to action and influences people to 
make a difference in the society. The Swedish version Design för alla [14] is a result 
from the Swedish design year 2005.  

Design med omtanke/Considerate design [15] is a project in the Swedish province 
Västra Götaland. Considerate design has a broad perspective with green thinking 
included. They make interventions and evaluations with existing public spaces in focus. 
The design process [16] exists in four steps; 1) Common foundation. 2) A sustainable 
starting position. 3) Aiming for the future. 4) From idea to action. 

Disabilities 

A person gets disabled by birth, a damage, disease, later in life or just shortly. A 
handicap occurs when there is a mismatch between a person and the surrounding. A 
better adjusted environment can lower a handicap even if the disability remains [17].  

Cognition  The cognitive ability is about understanding and solving problems 
with help from the own senses. It can be in form of perception, memory, concept 
formation, reasoning, problem solving and attention [18]. It’s also numerical and verbal 
skill. A person with one or more senses with low function has a cognitive disability. How 
much a person is able to use his/ her thinking resources is very much dependent of 
external experiences [19]. It can take longer time to learn and to understand certain 
things. It can be hard (or impossible) to read and write. It can be hard to remember and 
to plan for the future. It may be hard to understand information or to find the way. 
Information about this very miscellaneous focus group and different diagnoses should be 
seen as approximate. I tried to grasp the most common ones: Intellectual disability, 
Down syndrome, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, Tourette syndrome, Asperger 
syndrome, Autism, Acquired cognitive disability.  
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Designing suggestions for a dynamic diversity According to EIDD [20] there is a big 
difference between an aid and a product with Design for all perspective. An aid is suited 
only for a special disability and is something that a person only uses if it’s really 
necessary. The focus is on its function and the aesthetic has often low priority. A product 
with a Democratic design perspective is made with the understanding that very few fits 
into the mould of “normality” and the design is as nice as other objects in the society. A 
good way to reach a broad group of people is to consider different senses. A situation 
can be eased for people with lowered sight with good light, big letters and contrasting 
colours (yellow on black, white on black etc). Visual expression in form of images makes 
a communication stronger than just written words. A black frame can make it easier to 
comprehend and concentrate on printed pictures [21]. Sound and tactility is often 
needed as a response for an action, especially for people who have low sight (but it’s 
also important to be aware of that some people can feel afraid or annoyed by sound or 
vibrations). The relief Braille is the written type for people who are blind or has low sight. 
Special structure and colour on the ground are ways to help people with low vision to 
find the way in a city.  

Public transport and future context 

Public transport is a non-profit making service used by a huge range of customers. A 
tram is a good environmental choice with a stiff structure. The rails of a modern tram are 
separated from the rest of the traffic. To delimit this project I focused on one specific 
area in the growing town Malmö [22], in Sweden. To limit my project more I focus on one 
new joined line to cover the most urgent areas of Malmö (Amiralsgatan, bus line 5 
Centrum – Rosengård and bus line 2 Centrum - Scaniabadet).

Analysis 

In this phase it was important to use different analytical methods to create clarification 
and guidelines/criteria as a preparation for concept development. 

Social and political trends A trend analysis was made to view the overall situation I 
public transport today. The result show how human contact is disappearing and that 
software devices and function are growing. The paying situation demands more of the 
user today. It’s getting harder to buy a ticket on the vehicles. On some places exists free 
public transport [23] (or discussions about it) not so often for a whole population but in 
some cases for as for children, students, parents with child in pram or for senior citizens. 
Also for people that of some reason (sick, disabled, early retired) gets money through 
health insurance office. Arguments that would benefit the target group with a free system 
are time saving, a shortening of the activity chain and less stress. It is trendy to care 
about the environment and it’s also necessary. Sweden is one of many countries that 
have signed the Kyoto protocol which means that the percentage carbon dioxide must 
be lowered. Light rail is the new modern tram. The society should reflect its citizens. 
There was a Swedish goal to reach accessibility 2010, we are still not there but 
development continues. 

Problem analysis Cognitive disabilities in public transport. As said earlier it’s 
impossible to generalize people, people’s problems and needs are very different. 
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Following lists shows examples of how it can be for some persons with cognitive 
disabilities. Problems can be stress, discomfort, insecurity, bad confidence. May have 
bad control of a situation but pretends to understand. Hard to deal with time in relation to 
distances. How much time is left? Where is the bus going? Where are we now? How do 
I pay, should I pay? To get enough feedback. Hard to concentrate, easily gets tired. A 
human contact can influence in a both good and bad way (confrontations). To recognize, 
to remember. Cannot or have hard to read time tables. Things may be too complicated, 
to long activity chain. People with intellectual disabilities are often treated with an 
ambivalent balance between responsibility, permission and control. 

An auspicious environment reduces the negative consequences of a cognitive disability. 
Needs to think about while creating clear information are a short activity chain and a 
logic order. It should not feel stressy and not take to long time. A new object should feel 
interesting, stimulating and fun. A help for the memory. Pictures should be simple and 
relevant. Text should be easy to read and only have one important thing per line. Big 
lofty letters, clear and concrete (no shortenings). Alternative to text may be vibrations, 
sound, flashing lights, symbols and tactile feedback. Need to plan well. Readable signs, 
people that can help. 

Function analysis 
-Necessary functions: Be able to go from A-Z. Be able to get on the right vehicle in the 
right direction and to get off at the right place. The user should be able to be in time. This 
should happen with as less stress as possible and as much self control as possible. 
-Desirable functions: Be able to get important information and to understand it. Be able 
to control the situation as much as possible. Be able to plan for the journey and to be 
comfortable about time (without stress). Be able to make important decisions and to feel 
comfortable about it. Not be able to fail. Be able to go off and on and to manipulative 
important items. 

Ideas

The idea phase started with focus around possible questions. How can a person feel 
safe, relaxed and in control while travelling, know where to get off, get help, get the most 
important information and deal with time? Is it possible to repeat information, to get a 
quick navigation? Where am I right now according to my goal and what did they just 
say? An overall solution was the idea of a helping hand.  

The ideas that seemed most attractive were about relevant and individual information, 
unique symbols and some kind of help at the station. A stationary solution had strongest 
value of Democratic design and an idea of a public info pillar as a helping hand started 
to take form. An individual solution may be the best for a person with a disability but 
have the risk to feel like an aid. The system should offer help through the whole journey 
both inside and outside the vehicle.   
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Evaluation 

What became clear in the Research, Analysis and Idea phase was confirmed in the 
Evaluation phase. As a method I came back to the daily centre Grunden Media two 
times where I showed and explained ideas. In Lund I also let different people try out my 
physical forms. According to the interface of the info pillar I tried what different people 
felt about my layout and if they could understand the logics of symbols within the 
system. I also compared ideas towards the Design brief and Function analysis. The final 
overall concept to evaluate came to include a combination of parts that affects both the 
interior and the exterior of a tram. Semantics is always important in good design but may 
be even extra important for the focus group. The physical shape in the system in form of 
an info pillar (seven 1:1 sketch models) was evaluated with the aim to find the most ideal 
dimension, angle and height. The form should be easy enough to recognize and should 
look the same on all spots within the system. 
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The reason why it may be hard to design a perfect Democratic design solution is that 
different needs sometimes crashes. Compromises, flexibility or separated solutions are 
in these cases necessary. The problem with separated solutions in a public space is that 
they split people from each other in a negative way. One example is wheelchair users 
and white stick users. According to the info pillar it was beneficial for the first group when 
the ground was empty with free space. For the second group some kind of material was 
necessary for the possibility to navigate. One solution that was a compromise was a thin 
body that made it easier for a wheelchair to come closer. A curve was subtle enough for 
a white stick to hit.  

The most important functions for the interface were to show the most important 
information right now for an individual journey. It was also to get information about time 
and possible changes/ delays? The aim was that a broad audience should have a use of 
it. According to the research one function per object is ideal. It was shown in the 
research phase that it is beneficial for the focus group to both have a short activity chain 
and to let all functions of an object appear clear and not hidden in several layers. The 
biggest problem and compromise according to the interface was to keep a clean and 
minimalistic view and on the same time show the user all possibilities with the info pillar. 
Different possibilities were evaluated for navigation in the interface. Horizontal reading 
from left to right and the opportunity to change language were preferred by most users. 
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The evaluation shows that some kind of compensation for low sight was needed. Sound, 
tactile feedback, Braille and contrast were a good way to go. One idea was a possibility 
to repeat a missed part of a message. It was important to remember that sound is not 
liked by all; some can get stressed of it. Different levels of difficulty made it possible to 
reach different persons needs and abilities. 1: To get info while swiping a preloaded card 
with a specific destination. 2: To get info by a direct action of pushing buttons. 3: To get 
info by spelling. To combine few buttons and tactility according to the last action of 
spelling was complicated. In the end the last action became spelling by touch screen. 
That third action can not be used by all, but was the best solution for most people 
including the focus group. But a person who is blind can still use the info pillar in form of 
the first two actions with help from Braille and loudspeakers.  

Symbols can replace and or enhance written and spoken language. The visual and 
graphic part of the concept was all about understanding and recognition. In the first 
sketches three dimensional forms in different colours was used as a way to was to point 
out specific functions. This would probably have been fun elements, but my judgement 
was that it would have been very complex and expensive to be used in an infrastructure 
system. The idea of a symbol system to express unique spots was still strong. The 
symbols would work as a help to the memory and the recognition ability. I started to 
sketch on graphic symbols with a strong connection to the specific waiting spot and also 
with inspiration from Pictogram and Blizz. They had to own both functional and 
decorative values. The symbols came to be realistic and referred to stuff that is easy for 
most people to recognize. Places like Rosengård (Approx. Rose court) was easy in form 
of that specific building and a rose. Spots connected to Västra Hamnen (Approx. West 
Harbour) got a water theme in form of a fish and a seabird. In the beginning I tried 
different realistic colours both for decoration and understanding. Later I realized that this 
could confuse the early user with for example different colour on lines (red, blue, green 
line etc) that is used on many existing places today. In the end they became one silence 
dark blue colour that felt clear, mature and created continuity inside the system. 

Concept

The final concept is a system that offers most important individual information to the 
traveler. The system is linked in a logical relationship. The function is both a voluntary 
lifeline and an intuitive guidance. Symbols and sound as backup to text exists through 
the whole concept. The result is a system where pictures are of greatest importance. 
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The traveler should be given a higher confidence by knowing that help is offered through 
the whole journey. The system can be used in three levels of difficulty, where the easiest 
is combined with a card as a translator for relevant information needed to the specific 
destination. 

   

The innovation Information that is important for the individual traveller is in reach 
through the whole journey. The info pillar demands the traveller to be interactive with it. 
But though it’s not about money and tickets the traveller don’t have to worry about stress 
or mistakes. It is a service with the aim to let more people feel confident in a travelling 
situation. The info pillar can be seen as a helping hand. Scenarios: A non Swedish 
speaking tourist would like to go to Turning Torso for the first time. A person who lives at 
a caring home is going to his daily centre in the other end of Malmö. Someone needs to 
switch from a tram to a bus at the central station. A child is going to her grandmother. 

Conclusion 

The result has the intention to ease up an important part of the journey for a large group 
of people. The research shows that a problem in public transport connected to 
information and cognition is the lack of continuity. The information and the actions the 
traveller is expected to perform are too varied and dispersed. A big strength with the end 
result is that it is linked into one unit with one graphic look and form. 
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The combined message of Democratic design to include instead of exclude influenced 
the whole project. If to much people was excluded I forced myself to delete ideas even if 
they could have been really good for a smaller group of users. People in general 
distinguish themselves on countless variations. What I realized in this project is that 
focus groups and delimitations are important also in an accessible design solution. The 
biggest risk while working with accessible design is situation where needs are in contrast 
to each other. I’m convinced that a compromise is a good way to go but it is also 
important to remember that an ideal situation for one person may be the worst for 
someone else. Advantages with Democratic design are many. The guideline of inclusion 
instead of exclusion was very clear. If that way of thinking is included from the start, the 
outcome would more or less always reach a broad target group. And the more the ideas 
of Democratic design are practiced the more natural will it be to work in this way.
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Abstract 
This paper reports to a research study on inclusion and diversity through the built 
environment. It aims the promotion of a better public space design by identifying 
common requirements respecting the safety and sensorial behaviour, in the use of 
urban sea coasts where the temporary and unseasonal appropriation of senior 
population is growing. It seeks to correlate the special needs of the blind and partially 
sighted users with the sighted users. 
This paper is focused on the evaluation of two types of bathing facilities located at 
Estoril Lido, in the outskirts of Lisbon. During two years and, with the use of empirical 
observation techniques and participative observation, it was possible to identify built 
space hazards based in sighted user’s accident occurrences. Walkthroughs with the 
blind and partially sighted users were developed, completing the identification of the 
hazards. These were complemented with interviews to different types of users. The 
findings reveal that the main hazards are related with an illusory safety to sighted users, 
given by manmade spaces in the mutating natural environment of the sea, and can be 
reduced by considering multi-sensory strategies integrated in the inclusion 
requirements of the blind and partially sighted users. 
 
Keywords 
Architecture, blind, partially sighted, safety, sea baths, senses 
 
 

1. Introduction 
The theme of the research is the public built environment safety, taking in account 
inclusive design premises. Mace et al. [1], when defining inclusive design, correlates 
the artistic integrity with the environment conception, to be made usable by all people 
to the greatest extent possible. 
The user’s human diversity integrates three groups with distinct visual acuity: the blind, 
the partially sighted and the sighted users. 
The built environment safety is one of the requirements of the inclusive design 
principles [2]. It is argued that it is possible to reduce risks with the inclusion of blind 
and partially sighted (BPS) users in the built environment. Simões and Bispo [3] defend 
that the objective of inclusive design is not only the inclusion of people with disabilities, 
but that these may function as a test to evaluate the built environment performance. 
Sensory disabilities, such as blindness and low vision, allow the framing of deeper 
safety requirements in other senses. Current built environments are focused on vision, 
possibly due to the fact that information perceived by a sighted user is about 80% 
visual [4]. However, it is important to consider that the sight can be less comprehensive 
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than other senses, as at safety level. The sighted users’ visual field is restrained to 
visual cones and not to visual spheres. To make it possible to widen the visual range, it 
will be necessary the conjugation of two factors: the body motion and its action time. 
Visual selectivity and visual distraction can also be restrictive in perception. 
By being considered multi-sensory safety strategies, it is possible to reduce the risk of 
accidents in the built environment. 
 
 

2. Objectives, justification and methodology 
The research had as an aim to identify the risks related with the pedestrian mobility of 
users in the built environment and the proposition of good practices applicable to the 
production of inclusive and public environments for BPS and sighted users. 
It was considered relevant to develop this analysis through a case study, 
representative of spaces of temporary risk, where the users may not know the risks 
and not adopt preventive behaviours, by opposition to what they do in spaces of 
permanent risk. 
Devlieger [5] states that thresholds are generally sensory-rich but also dangerous 
environments. The urban sea coasts are transitional environments between two distinct 
territories, capable of correlating sensory complexity, temporary risks associated to the 
tides and to the weather conditions, with the tourism appropriation, where the users 
may not have environmental predictability. 
It was considered relevant to develop as a case study an urban lido which integrates 
two different typologies of sea bathing facilities, the beach and the tidal pool. 
Built environments of beaches and tidal pools are potential inclusive spaces, 
particularly adequate to allow an answer to demands, either from the emerging senior 
tourism, either from groups of impaired users. They constitute natural spaces of 
sensory stimulus, allowing the seaside requalification. 
BPS users do not need the use of the cane or guide dog for their mobility in the water. 
Wheelchair users can also experience freedom of devices. However, the concern with 
safety requirements of the built environment and sensory behaviour of BPS users is 
recent. 
In this research empirical observation techniques were used, developed in the field of 
the environment-behaviour and post-occupancy evaluation studies. It was made an 
analysis, on a two years period, using the following tools: checklist with general 
inclusive requirements, participative observation, allowing to analyse the sighted user’s 
behaviour and to register the accidents occurrences, walkthroughs with BPS users and 
interviews to users, rescuers and lifeguards. 
 
 

3. People, water and built environment 
Most BPS and sighted users faces risk situations that they consider unavoidable at 
architectural level. However, through simple built adaptations, serious occurrences may 
be avoided. Kawauchi [6] notes that at the platforms of the stations, platform fences 
with sliding doors are necessary to keep people from falling off of the platform to the 
railway. But he also highlights that this preventive adaptations are difficult to find, 
although being safety a crucial factor when satisfying the users’ needs. Barker et al. [7] 
refers that the user is the best judge and, therefore, it is essential to listen to the 
comments of BPS users as part of the design process. 
The presence of water increases the risks in built environment, generating slipping 
surfaces and visual reflection, as well as it may cause interference in the environment 
perception, mainly to the partially sighted users. Sea bathing facilities are risk 
environments with hazards, mainly the areas with water, e.g. water bodies, sea decks, 
pool decks and shower areas. It is equally noted that sighted users with prescription 
glasses and contact lenses do not use that accessories when they circulate in the 
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barefoot areas [8]. As a consequence, they also become vulnerable to face emergency 
evacuation situations. It is important to the safety of the users that, in the areas of 
higher risk, the built water bodies had their walls and bottoms smooth and free from 
protrusions [9]. Cordellos [10] defends the inclusion of the blind people in aquatic 
recreation environments. He highlights the importance of tactile range of built 
environment in the safety of blind users, referring that “every time a blind person jumps 
into the water, it is a «survival swim» until he knows he is at the edge of the pool” [11]. 
Equally, Pallasmaa [12] highlights the importance of tactile environment and relates it 
with the visual environment, by saying “(…) through vision I touch the materials, 
surfaces and edges of the building and judge their haptic qualities; a building is 
experienced as inviting and pleasurable, or uninviting and aggressive depending on 
these unconscious sensations.” Improving finishing at tactile level may add quality to 
psycho-physiological comfort, not only in the aquatic areas but also in dry indoors and 
outdoors. 
 
 

4. Case study - evaluation / diagnosis 
The selected case study is the Tamariz Lido, in Estoril in the outskirts of Lisbon, 
providing two different types of sea bathing facilities, a beach with a groyne and a tidal 
pool. The urban character of this lido provides a pertinent complexity to analyse the 
interaction between each bathing facility and their accesses threshold. 
 
4.1 Urban threshold 
The selected boundary of the bathing facilities accesses is defined by the following 
public key points: the train stop in the railway station, the bus stop, the car parking and 
the pedestrian promenade between the two neighbour lidos of São João do Estoril and 
Monte Estoril. 
Tamariz Lido is in Estoril the first seaside resort in the outskirts of Lisbon built with an 
European scale. In the beginning of the 20th century, under the building direction of the 
Companhia Estoril Plage, Estoril was distinguished among other resorts in Portugal 
[13], providing different types of hotels and a later a casino, inaugurated in 1931, 
completing the already existing spa, used since the 18th century. In 1930 it was also 
built a train line directly connected to the Sud-Express [14]. 
 

 
Figure 1                                                     Figure 2 
 
Figure 1 shows a picture [15] with the Atlantic Ocean and the lido, in the south, and the 
casino, in the north, with a central park in between. In the east side of the park it is the 
mentioned spa and one of the hotels. The seaside road divides the lido from the park. 
Figure 2 shows a satellite view [16] with the Tamariz Lido and the two sea bathing 
facilities. The lido is organised in three main seaside ways: in the south, facing the 
beach and the tidal pool, it is the seaside promenade, in the north, it is located the 
seaside road with the bus stops next to the railway line. Between the railway line and 
the seaside promenade it is located a building complex with complementary facilities to 
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the beach and tidal pool, such as reception, toilets, changing areas, first aid room, spa 
with outdoor pools, restaurants and a disco. 
 

 
Figure 3                             Figure 4                              Figure 5                         Figure 6 
 
The use of the checklist with general inclusive requirements allowed the identification 
of some negative features in the urban threshold common to both beach and tidal pool. 
The main hazards are related to altimetry gaps, without fencing protection in partial 
areas of the seaside promenade and in the railway station platform, as it is presented 
in figure 3. 
The participative observation allowed to complete the checklist results and to identify 
negative features related to temporary occurrences, mainly the wave action in the 
seaside promenade during seasonal cycles. As it is shown in figure 4, during the March 
observation, people use the promenade far from the seaside fencing, protecting 
themselves from the sea waves. 
It was possible to identify other space changes mainly in summer events related to 
ephemeral stages placed in the seaside promenade, as it is possible to see in figure 5 
on the August observation. The mentioned ephemeral stage is empty below and it can 
be a hazard to the BPS users as this space cannot be detected by the cane. 
Abrupt changes in the hearing environment, mainly in the west part of the seaside 
promenade where the train line is contiguous, allowing surprise and distraction, can 
also be dangerous to the BPS users. 
During the two years of the observation, it was not known the occurrence of accidents 
involving hospitalization. However, it was possible to verify that the accidents occurred 
in those areas are generally associated with vertical circulations, connected to the 
seaside promenade. 
The walkthroughs with BPS participants confirmed the related risks, mainly the 
absence of the handrails in some stairs and the partial absence of fencing in the 
seaside promenade. In figure 6, during a walkthrough made in May 2010, it is possible 
to see a congenital blind participant that is walking along the seaside promenade, using 
the handrail for his orientation with one hand and with the other one using the cane. 
The picture shot was made when the research team warned him of the loss of the 
handrail and the existence of a stair to the lower level of the beach, without any 
protection. The handrail on the top of the fences is useful for the orientation of the BPS, 
but also misleading because any absence can be harmful. 
The interviews made to sighted users revealed great satisfaction in the safety level of 
the built environment, as well as in the sensory stimulus related to the presence of the 
sea. The interviews to rescuers made possible to confirm that the main risks are 
related to the stairs and ramps, connected to the seaside promenade. 
 
4.2 Tamariz beach 
The Tamariz Beach is one of the most built beaches in Portugal. It has its boundaries 
at north in the seaside promenade, at east by an access ramp for cars to the sand level 
and a groyne to protect the natural environment, and at west by rocky outcrops. 
It was one of the first Portuguese beaches with access to wheelchair users, allowing 
sea baths. It presents the following constructions in the sand: pathway with sea access, 
area to park amphibian wheelchairs and shading areas with parasols. 
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The use of the checklist with general inclusive requirements allowed the identification 
of negative features in the built environment, mainly the absence of fencing in the 
groyne and obstacles at the height of a standing adult, in the staff amphibian 
wheelchair parking and in the parasols area. 
The participative observation allowed to complete the checklist results and to identify 
negative features related to temporary occurrences, mainly the use of the groyne as a 
diving platform. 
 

 
Figure 7                             Figure 8                         Figure 9                              Figure 10 
 
Figure 7 presents the groyne in the east of the beach, in low tide, showing some rocks 
in the side of the groyne, above the sea level, but below during high tide. 
The diving practice is prohibited and signalized with visual communication, as shown in 
figure 8. 
As shown in figure 9, with a group of people jumping into the sea, the daily period with 
more people appropriation of the groyne, is during the high tide, because it is possible 
to have a lower altimetry distance to the sea surface. The high tide also increases the 
distance to the rocky sea bed in this part of the beach. 
During the two years of the observation, there were no records of accidents involving 
hospitalization, occurred in the natural environment of the beach in opposition to the 
groyne area. There were registered some cases related to the prohibited use of diving 
practice from this built environment. In July 2009, an adult died after some days of 
hospitalization. The accident occurred in a low tide period. Possibly, the reflection of 
the water surface enabled him to see the distance to the sea bed. 
In June 2010, a floating deck was fixed to the east part of the groyne to provide access 
to small boats. This floating platform promoted the balneal use of the east area of the 
groyne. The mentioned floating deck was used by the bathers to get out of the water. 
An adult positioned one of his baby fingers in a joint, whose space changed with the 
sea waves, having lost part of it. 
The walkthroughs with BPS participants confirmed the related risks, mainly the 
absence of inclusive sign communication and the fencing in the groyne. It was also 
noticed that, in the shading area of the beach, the parasol boundaries represents. 
During a walkthrough performed on July 2010, a congenital blind participant almost hit 
with his eyes in the culm of the parasol. Figure 10 shows the mentioned participant 
walking in the beach going to the sea for a bath. He chooses to walk on the sand 
instead of walking in the wheelchair pathway because this texture gave him discomfort 
to his bare feet. However, when he used the cane to find the ground contrast, this 
pathway gave him orientation in his mobility. 
The interviews made to sighted users revealed great satisfaction in the safety level of 
the built environment, including the groyne diving bathers. However, one of the 
interviewees mentioned that the sea bottom near the groyne is unsafe and suggested 
works to remove the rocky areas, to make possible a continuous sand bottom. The 
majority of the interviewees considered uncomfortable the pathway to the sea and said 
they do not use it in their barefoot. Two interviewees considered the pathway more 
comfortable than the sand, because its plastic material does not attain uncomfortable 
temperatures, and in some summer days the sand is hot. 
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An elderly adult interviewed considered the pathway an excellent help for his mobility in 
the sand, as it allows a more rigid surface than the sand. 
The interviews to rescuers and lifeguards confirmed that the risk areas are the 
boundaries between the groyne and the sea. They have also referred that this built 
platform constitutes a recreation attractive so strong that it becomes hard to stop the 
swimmers from diving from it. 
 
4.3 Tamariz tidal pool 
This tidal pool is a public bathing facility without access control, but guarded by a 
lifeguard and with a visual sign of a warning flag, as it happens in every beach area 
between the sea and the seaside promenade. The pool is organized in a unique tank 
for leisure purpose. The water plan is defined by the natural orography, resulting in an 
organic shape, delimited from the Atlantic Ocean by a retaining wall structurally 
reinforced by three massive volumes which present themselves salient from the water 
plan, even during high tide. Either the bottom or the tank walls, except the retaining 
wall and punctual accesses in ramp, are irregulars as they integrate the natural rocky 
formation, being the deepest area the one located by the retaining wall. The water body 
is defined by a sea species envelope, resulting from natural appropriation, e.g. 
seaweeds and sea urchins. In the tank bottom there is a partial sand deposit resulting 
from the tides action. The tank surroundings consist of built platforms in three different 
levels, leaving the lowest deck to act as a tank bottom in periods of high tide. The high 
tide extends the tank water body volume both vertically and horizontally. The upper 
platform in the west part of the tank includes a sunbathing area with parasol shading 
and a kiosk-bar. The building materials are in concrete. In the aquatic areas the 
concrete finishing is with seaweeds and other marine appropriation. 
The use of the checklist with general inclusive requirements allowed the identification 
of negative features in the tidal pool. Mainly, it was identified the absence of fencing on 
the platforms and vertical circulation limits, as well as the lack of handrails, and even 
the existence of sharp edges in the pool water body, in both built and natural areas. 
The participative observation allowed to complete the checklist results and to identify 
the negative features related to temporary occurrences. It was identified a relevant 
change in the functioning of the water body due to the degradation of the gate devices 
of the retaining wall, that allowed the emptying of the tank for maintenance. 
 

Figure 11                      Figure 12                       Figure 13                       Figure 14 
 
The figures 11 to 14 show a sequence of pictures that were taken from the same fixed 
observation point, with a time period of two hours between each one. The objective 
was to analyse the volume change in the pool water body, from high tide to the low tide, 
in the afternoon of July 25th 2010. It is possible to see that the wall, between the tank 
and the sea, is not retaining the water in the top level of the wall during low tide, 
resulting from the mentioned devices degradation. During the summer of 2010 the tank 
showed lower depths of the water plan than the ones envisaged in the swimming pool 
project conceived in 1994. 
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Figure 15            Figure 16                                  Figure 17                                 Figure 18 
 
It was also identified a steel protrusion in one of the ramps, as shown in figure 15. This 
was related with the degradation resulting from the sea action. This hazard can be 
hidden during high tide when one is completely immerse in the water. The observation 
results showed that the bathers use the structural volumes as if it was a diving platform 
to the tidal pool, as shown in figure 16. It occurs mainly during high tide when the depth 
of the tank is larger, but there are risks resulting from the natural hydrodynamic. Users 
have this behaviour despite the existing visual signalisation identifying the tide pool as 
dangerous zone, as shown in figure 17. 
In both summer periods of 2009 and 2010 there have been several instances of sea 
urchin stings and bruises in areas of the pool tank. In December 2009, there was the 
occurrence of a fatal accident with a fisherman in the groyne. He lost his fish cane and 
went to the sea trying to recover it. The last time he was sighted it was in the pool tank. 
In July 2010, while walking, an adult was subjected to a visual distraction that caused 
the fall in a gap between the platform top and the middle one, without fencing, and was 
hospitalized. In the following August, a young man running at the top of the retaining 
wall slipped on the pavement and was hospitalized. 
The walkthroughs with BPS participants confirmed the risks identified by the check-list. 
Figure 18 shows an acquired partially sighted participant that is walking using the cane 
in one of the pool decks near the natural rocks of the water body. The picture shot was 
taken some steps before the warning to stop, as there was an absence of fencing in 
the platform. The participant also faced obstacles related to the parasols, which are the 
same as mentioned in the beach. Despite the warnings, this participant with severe low 
vision almost hit his face on the sharp edges of one of the thatched parasols. 
The interviews made to sighted users revealed reasonable satisfaction in the safety 
level of the built environment. Most of the interviewees argued that the tidal pool is 
safer to sea bathing than the beach, because the swimmers are confined to a limited 
space. One of the interviewed, the mother of an impaired bather, referred that the in 
low tide the pool is more interesting in the sensory and safety features than the beach. 
A father of sighted children mentioned that the pool is better in safety than the beach 
because the tank is generally with fewer people and he can always see where his 
children are playing in the water. Part of the interviewees identified the structural 
volumes as diving platforms. 
The interviews to rescuers and life guards confirmed the risk areas in the tidal pool, 
which are the ones mentioned on structural volumes of the retaining wall, the pool 
edges areas and the temporarily immersed areas which are always slippery during low 
tide, mainly the top of the retaining wall. It was also stated that in situations of high tide, 
some swimmers face difficulties leaving the tank, due to the waves. This is noticed 
mainly among tourists unaware of the site. 
 
 

5. Case study synthesis 
The correlation of the findings at each stage of the research allowed to state that the 
two sea bathing facilities analysed have different risks. The hazards are located in the 
boundaries of the built environment with the sea. The natural sandy area of the beach 
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is very safe and there is no register of any death in this part of the beach. The Tamariz 
Lido is located in one of the safest European regions, with a death rate due to 
accidents of 14,0 per 100.000 inhabitants, according to Eurostat. European regions 
rates differ between 6,3 and 54,2 [17]. It was also possible to identify the best practices 
guidelines applied to these cases and other urban thresholds of lidos, beaches and 
tidal pools. 
 
5.1 Synthesis - the urban threshold 
Best practice guidelines were identified by the analysis of the three main risk areas in 
the urban threshold of the two sea bathing facilities: 
1. The main hazards are related to altimetry gaps, without fencing protection in the 
railway station platform, which can cause accidents with BPS users. 
Guidelines: the pavements must be levelled between the platform and the train 
carriages, and predict the existence of a continuous fencing in the boundary of the 
platform, with automatic sliding doors opening synchronized with the train carriage 
doors. 
2. There were identified vertical circulations, mainly stairs between the seaside 
promenade and the beach, without fencing and handrails. 
Guidelines: there should be handrails on both sides to enable the guidance of BPS 
users and provide grip, in case of imbalance, to sighted users. Vertical circulations of 
beaches should be made in ramps, not only to allow a wider use to wheelchair users, 
but also for a safer detail in the connection between the ramp pavement and the sand, 
which may undergo seasonal changes in its altimetry. On the stairs it is difficult to fix an 
altimetry value between the lowest step and the sand. This last detail can be an hazard 
caused by the kinaesthetic perception of the BPS and sighted users. Ramps, or stairs 
when it is not possible another solution, should be both built as a continuous extension 
under the sand, to guarantee changes in the sand level. 
3. There were identified partial areas of the existing fencing between the seaside 
promenade and the sea, suppressed by direct action of the waves in an unseasonal 
time. 
Guidelines: the seaside promenade fencing must be able to resist structurally to the 
sea action. It should not have openings allowing the passage of the body and not allow 
children climbing. However, some openings can be useful for water drainage in severe 
sea action as well as to allow sea view to children and wheelchair users. The fencing 
should not incorporate seating areas which could reduce the altimetry of the protective 
custody of children climbing on the seats. The seating areas should be located in the 
promenade, without interference with two different pedestrian circulations in its 
boundaries, one nearest the sea and another one farthest, allowing safe circulation in 
the case of unpredictable wave’s action. The seaside promenade dimensioning should 
provide extraordinary access for emergency and maintenance vehicles, without 
interfering in the referred pedestrian circulations. 
 
5.2 Synthesis - the beach 
Best practice guidelines were identified through the analysis of the three main risk 
areas in Tamariz beach: 
1. The public appropriation of the groyne allows its use as a diving platform. The 
absence of fencing in the groyne is also a danger for BPS users. 
Guidelines: in the public areas of the groynes, it should be provided fencing for the 
user’s safety, or there can be fences gates to control the access for emergencies and 
maintenance. 
2. The pathways on the sand allow the mobility for wheelchairs users, but most users 
do not use them with bare feet because it is uncomfortable. Its texture and laminate 
finishing could increase the risks in case of falls. 
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Guidelines: the use of pathways it is recommended on the beach which is going to 
allow comfort for bare foot users and it can also be useful for the orientation of BPS 
users. They should provide visual contrast with the sand to be perceptible by partially 
sighted users. 
3. The shading areas consist of thatched parasols with harsh edges placed at the 
height of the eyes of most users, which can constitute an obstacle and cause serious 
accidents to BPS and sighted users during periods of visual distraction. 
Guidelines: the positioning of the parasols boundaries need to be at an height to 
guarantee the mobility of a user in a standing position. 
 
5.3 Synthesis - the tidal pool 
Best practice guidelines were identified through the analysis of the four main risk areas 
in the Tamariz tidal pool: 
1. The volumes integrated in the structural retaining wall that delimits the sea tank 
allow, through vertical access, its appropriation as well as its unpredictable use as a 
diving platform into the tank. 
Guidelines: there should not be any volume above the tank surroundings that can be 
used as platform to dive, except when they are designed for this purpose. 
2. The tank is used during the high tide, when its water body volume is extended 
vertically and horizontally. It is also unprotected from sea hydrodynamics, becoming a 
danger to BPS and sighted bathers. 
Guidelines: the use of the tank in built tidal pools should be interdicted always when the 
sea level altimetry exceeds the top of the tank retaining wall. It should also be provided 
audio and visual signalisation to warn the users when the waves are changing the 
hydrodynamic stability of the tank, during the whole of the bathing period. 
3. The tank surroundings consist of built platforms in three different levels, leaving the 
lowest deck to work as a tank bottom in periods of high tide. These pavements are 
subjected to seaweeds and other marine appropriation, making them slippery for BPS 
as well as sighted users. 
Guidelines: it is important to consider areas of pool decks permanently dry. In the case 
of tidal pools with horizontal expansion during high tide any expanded area of the water 
body can be used as a pool deck, with the exception of maintenance. 
4. Both bottom and tank walls have sharp edges, mainly dangerous for BPS users. 
Guidelines: In the case of manmade tidal pools the pool water bodies, during 
appropriation times, need to be smooth and free from protrusions. The tidal pools 
bottoms need to be built to guarantee tank depths. In the case of tidal pools with 
surroundings of natural rocks a tank wall can be built dividing the bather’s tank from 
contiguous tanks without appropriation for the users. 
 
 

6. Conclusion 
The findings of the case study, with two different types of bathing facilities at the 
Tamariz Lido, allowed concluding that, for most users, the public built environment is 
generally perceived as a safe appropriation space. It is also noted that the public urban 
environment has an appropriation of temporary users unaware of the risks associated 
with the site, being important to demarcate the unsafe areas through intuitive 
communication and extended to all the human diversity of users. 
Discontinuous visual signalisation, through information plaques in visual support, 
graphic or text, have been the most used to communicate risk areas. However, this 
support is not inclusive, as it does not provide communication to BPS users. It is noted 
that through the mentioned support, the sighted users may not understand the 
definition of risk areas, mainly if they witness public appropriation in supervised areas. 
However, that signalisation can be a complementary safety strategy. 
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Many of the existing risks in the built environment can be suppressed with fencing, 
allowing a physical delimitation of the public appropriation environment and a 
separation from risk areas, which are either built or natural areas. The fencing is also a 
multi-sensory support to communicate built environment rules, providing intuitive tactile 
information for BPS users. 
The findings reveal that the inclusion of the requirements for BPS users in the built 
environment can also provide the reduction of accidents for sighted users. 
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